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America's leader in post-frame construction

Dependable Buildings
To House Your Livestock
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A Building that Works for You
Since 1903, Morton Buildings has delivered quality products and ex-
ceptional customer service. Our roots are in the agriculture industry, 
something we are proud to continue today as we serve those who 
feed our nation.  From our sales consultants to our construction 
crews, everyone at Morton Buildings is ready to work with you to 
construct a quality building. We know your business cannot stop 
to oversee new construction and that’s why we provide personalized
service to fit your needs.  

Whether adding onto an existing facility or starting new, you want
your building to work as efficiently and effectively as you do. From
loafing and calving barns to shelter and storage buildings, your sales
consultant can help you choose the layout that is right for you 
and your business. Morton can also work with your equipment 
manufacturer to ensure your building provides maximum 
convenience and efficiency.

102' x 12' x 196' • #3516/#41-014933' x 10' x 108' • #815/#55-4688

40' x 12' x 72' • #3469/#64-4372

“Morton buildings are sure high 

quality, they use high quality products

and they are very durable…Overall

we’re very happy with the Morton

buildings that we have in the facility.

People that come and see it for the

first time are very impressed with the

quality and how well built they are

and the practicality of the buildings.

We are very pleased.”

Rob F., Cordova, IL
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Animal Confinement

Monoslope Building

Hay StorageOffices

Pasture Shelters

Beef Facilities

A Variety of Livestock Facilities 
to Fit Your Needs
Morton offers virtually any type of building you may need for your 
livestock. With experience constructing a wide variety of building styles
and sizes, your local Morton Buildings sales consultant will listen to your
ideas and help you choose the best type of building for your operation,
as well as the features needed to run your business safely and efficiently. 

Monoslope Buildings
As an economical alternative to traditional Morton confinement 
buildings, Morton also offers the monoslope building. Monoslope 
buildings are a cost-effective way to house large herds safely 
and efficiently.  

Morton’s monoslope buildings are constructed using specially designed
trusses and purlins. The north side of the building utilizes curtain walls
for optimal ventilation. This side allows tractors and equipment to move
through the building. The south side of the building is open and allows
for sunlight, even in the winter, to keep the cattle comfortable. The
open side is where the pens are located and where the herd feeds. The
sloped roof prevents water from running down onto the open side of the
buildings, which can damage feed and drench cattle. 

The monoslope building features concrete flooring and concrete on the
lower four feet of wall to protect the building from damage. Steel gates
are used to separate pens. To prevent condensation build-up, Morton’s
Dry-Panel is used on the inside of the roof. 

Available in a variety of sizes, your Morton sales consultant can work
with you to select the building size and style that is right for you.

Beef Facilities
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Ventilated Curtains

Open Sidewall Overhangs

Vented Ridge

Ventilation and Insulation Options
Ventilation is a key factor in any livestock facility. For the comfort of 
you and your animals, Morton offers several natural and power 
ventilation options as well as insulation choices. 

Ventilated curtains allow walls to be open for maximum comfort. 
Curtains can be closed in inclement weather to protect buildings and
livestock. Sidewall curtains allows for natural ventilation to keep your
animals healthy and your building comfortable. 

Open sidewall overhangs supply incoming air to the continuously
vented ridge. This natural airflow carries heat and moisture out the
vented ridge, providing a drier environment.

Vent doors can be used when minimum ventilation and climate control 
is desired. Vent doors are available in 2’6” or 4’ high.

Ventilated ridges help to control the climate in your building with open
ridge, raised ridge and 4’ & 10’ ridgelators.

Fan powered cupolas draw up stale air from the building’s interior and
out through the vented sides.  

Fan Powered Cupolas

66' x 14' x 88' & 30' x 5' alcove & 36' x 14' x 90' holding area & 96' x 11' x 264' freestall barn • #1512/#41-3051
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Insulation
Morton’s exclusive Energy Performer® insulation package
or Thermax® insulation can be paired with ventilation to
help you better control the climate inside your facility.

Thermax® not only provides condensation control for
your building, it also offers insulation with R-Values of
3.3 for ½” thickness or 6.5 for 1” thickness. Thermax is one of the most energy-efficient of all rigid foam 
insulations, helping you to conserve energy. Thermax is installed between the roof steel and purlins and is
bird and sag resistant, so you can be confident it will remain looking and functioning like new for years to
come. It can also be power washed for easy cleaning when needed. 

Morton’s exclusive Energy Performer insulation package was created in 1970s and continues to improve over
time to outperform other systems on the market. In fact, several Morton buildings that utilize Energy 
Performer have received national recognition from ENERGY STAR® for their efficiency. With Energy Performer
you not only conserve energy, you also save money on your heating and cooling costs year-round. 

Condensation Control
Morton also offers a number of condensation control options including Dry-Panel and fiberglass condensation 
control. Dry-Panel is applied directly to steel panels at Morton’s manufacturing plants during the roll-forming
process. The specially designed fabric traps moisture as it condenses and releases it back into the atmosphere
through normal evaporation when conditions allow. Fiberglass condensation control is a roll product with ¼"
fiberglass between a reinforced foil top surface and a white-coated foil bottom layer.

Progressive installation of a
corner section of the Energy
Performer insulation system

Add Morton Buildings’
optional Hi-Rib™
acoustical steel panel
at top of sidewall

Finished view showing the ceiling
enclosed with our optional
acoustical Hi-Rib steel

View of corner section
before insulation

Add blankets of 
insulation and 
air deflector

Add vapor retarder
and nailers

*An R-value rating is a standard measure of
thermal resistance. The more difficult it is for
heat to pass through the insulation, the
greater the R-value.  

Thermax®

Fiberglass Condensation Control

Dry-Panel
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Features That Add Function
To keep your facility operating efficiently and more comfortably,
Morton offers a variety of interior options that will not only keep
your livestock safe, but will also protect your building.

Morton Buildings Hi-Rib™ acoustical steel helps to reduce
machinery noise inside your building. Placed in a band around
the ceiling, acoustical steel is a great solution to a noisy interior.  

Wall liners provide an easy-to-clean, long-lasting interior finish.
Several liner choices are available including fiberglass plastic
(FRP), ceramic tile, glazed block, non-toxic epoxy paints and 
hi-plank plastic. 

Tongue and groove splashboard is installed on the interior to
prolong the life of the building and protect your animals. 

Column protectors can prevent excess wear on your building. 
Column protectors are made of heavy, angle iron and used on 
exposed columns. 

While the function of your building and the health of your 
animals is vital, you may also consider the appearance of your
new building. Morton offers many exterior features including
low-maintenance Hi-Rib™ steel in a variety of FLUOROFLEX® 
colors as well as other finishes like brick and stone. You can 
also add overhangs, porches or cupolas to complete the 
appearance of your building. 

A variety of door and window options are also available that
allow for easy access to your equipment and animals. Your sales
consultant can help you choose the placement of doors, 
windows and stalls to ensure the most efficient and safe 
working environment for you and your animals. 

42' x 16' & 10' x 84' • #3319/#66-3705

48' x 14' x 105' • #3624/#25-2590
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A Company That Stands 
Behind You
Housing animals can be tough on a building. From daily wear 
and tear to the pollutants present in a livestock building that can
deteriorate materials, it is important to construct a building that
can withstand the daily demands put on it.

Morton Buildings offers the strongest, non-prorated warranty in
the industry and stands behind it long after your building is 
completed. Our warranty is written using easy-to-understand 
language, you can be confident your building is built to last and
backed by Morton Buildings. 

60' x 12' x 504' • #1412/#24-061666' x 14' x 88' & 30' x 5' alcove & 36' x 14' x 90' holding area &
96' x 11' x 264' freestall barn • #1512/#41-3051

36' x 10' x 96' • #41/#0411/0250/4758

“You know it is very important that there are

warranties out there. It’s all one package. 

It starts at the salesmen and goes right on

into the company—and our relationship with

our sales consultant has been great. He calls

periodically and stops by and visits and he’s

always there if I need a question answered.”

Dean S., Wapella, IL



Our “Green” Legacy
Morton Buildings, Inc. has a history of integrating “green”
or environmentally friendly principles into our general
building practices. 

Long before the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) 
created its building rating system (LEED® Leadership in

Energy & Environmental Design), Morton Buildings was already applying a number
of sustainable building practices. Since we constructed our first building in 1949,
we’ve been using timber frames manufactured from renewable wood sources. 
The siding and roof steel used in our buildings is typically recycled and 
recyclable. To conserve energy and natural resources, the materials used in 
most Morton buildings are manufactured within 500 miles of each building site.
We also practice conservation in a number of ways at our corporate office in 
Morton, Illinois. 

Morton is proud to be an ENERGY STAR® partner and also employs LEED Accredited
Professionals to help customers who want to achieve certification. We are 
particularly delighted to have a Morton building receive LEED Silver certification
while other projects have been awarded the ENERGY STAR label. Whether you are
looking to achieve certification on your project or just want to reduce your 
carbon footprint during the construction process, Morton can help you achieve
sustainable design.white    ivory    beige       silver   tan      copper

48' x 16' x 52' • #1158/#139-0016

Construction details and material specifications shown are subject to change without notice. Colors reproduced in this brochure are for 
illustrative purposes only and may vary from actual colors or finishes. Certain features shown are non-stock items and may be purchased
through your local Morton Buildings construction center. Options and features shown may not be available on all building types or
styles.The statements and opinions about products expressed here are those of specific customers and should not be construed to 

represent all buildings or products sold, manufactured, distributed, or constructed by Morton Buildings. ©2013 Morton Buildings, Inc.
Morton Buildings is a registered trademark of Morton Buildings, Inc. All rights reserved. A listing of GC licenses available at 
mortonbuildings.com/licenses.aspx. Form # 2121/3,500/4-13. Printed in the U.S.A.

800-447-7436 • mortonbuildings.com




